Invited Session on **Computational Intelligence and Security** for ISDA 2008

**November 26 – 28, 2008**

**Kaohsiung City, TAIWAN**

**Session Organizer:** Prof. Xuan Wang & Dr. Yong Zhang

We are organizing a special session on **Computational Intelligence and Security** for ISDA 2008, which will be held in Kaohsiung City, Taiwan on November 26 - 28. It brings together researchers working across this field to share their experience and discuss advanced techniques. Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

- Artificial Intelligence
- Machine Learning
- Pattern Recognition
- Mobile Computing
- Service Computing
- Biological Computing
- Information Security
- Network Security
- Data Security
- Intelligence Network Technology and Application

**Paper Submission**

Papers are invited from prospective authors with interest in this particular special session and related areas (oral or poster presentations). All contributions should be original and not published elsewhere or intended to be published during the review period. Each paper should follow the IEEE format with titles, authors’ names, affiliation, email addresses, an up to 150-words abstract, and a two-column body with 4 single-spaced pages and with font size at 10 pts. All papers must be submitted electronically in PDF format to the special session organizers: Prof. Xuan Wang (wangxuan@insun.hit.edu.cn), Dr. Yong Zhang (zhangyong076@gmail.com)

**Important Dates:**

Deadline for paper submission ------ May 1, 2008
Notification of acceptance ------ June 1, 2008
Deadline for camera-ready manuscript submission ------ July 1, 2008

**For more information please contact:**

Prof. Xuan Wang (wangxuan@insun.hit.edu.cn)
Department of Computer and Science
Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Graduate School, China

Dr. Yong Zhang (zhangyong076@gmail.com),
Center of Information Security Technique Research
Harbin Institute of Technology Shenzhen Graduate School, China

Details of the required paper format are published at the official ISDA2008 website ([http://bit.kuas.edu.tw/~isda08/](http://bit.kuas.edu.tw/~isda08/)).